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Father Son (the Logos or Chnst)  and Holy
Ghost
This doctrine was argued by the Apologists
and the Medalists, The former maintained
that the Legos and the Holy Spirit-were emana
tions from God and that Jeans was the Logos
in the form of a man The Medalists held that
all three Persons of the Tnnify were Crod in
three forms or modes the Logos is God creat
ing the Holy Spirit God reasoning and God Is
Rod being This led to a long discussion as to
whether the Logos was an emanation from God
or God in another form was the Logos of like
lah're with God or of the same substance? This
wts resolved at the Council of ISTicaea (32a)
when Athanasius formulated the orthodox
doctrine against Anns (qv) that the one
Godhead ia a Trinity of the same substance
three Persons of the same nature—Father Son,
and Holy Ghost
St Thomas Aatunaa (1227-74) influenced
greatly by Aristotle s doctrine? set the pattern
tor all subsequent Catholic belief even to the
present time He produced rational arguments
for God s existence e g Aristotle a argument
that since movement exists there must be a
prune mover the Unmoved Mover or God
further we can see that things hi the universe
are related in a sca'e from the less to the more
complex from the less to the more perfect and
this leads us to suppose that at the peak there
must be a Being with absolute perfection God
is the first and final cause of the universe
absolutely perfect the Creator of everything out
of nothing He reveals Himself In his Creation
and rules the universe through His perfect will
How Aquinas dealfe with, the problem, of pre
destination ia told under Determinism
Break with Mediaeval Tltmtght Kenais
sance thinkers, free to foinTr for themselves,
doubted the validity of the arguments of the
Schoolmen bat most were unwilling to erre up
the idea of God (nor would it have been safe to
do so) Mystics to Mysticism) or near mystics
such as Nicholas of Cnsa (« 1401-84) and Jacob
Boehme (1575-1624) taught that God was not to
be found by reason but was a fact of the im-
mediate intuition of the mystical experience.
Giordano Bruno held that God was immanent in
the infinite universe He is the unity of ah*
opposites. a unity without oppositea. which the
human mind cannot grasp Bruno was burned
at the stake in 1600 at the instigation of the
Inquisition (a body which, so we are told never
caused pain to anyone since it was the civil
power not the Inquisition, that carried out the
unpleasant sentences) for his heresy
Brands Bacon, who died m 1626 separated
as was the tendency of that time science from
religion. The latter he divided into the two
categories of natural and revealed theology
The former through the study of nature may
give convincing proof of the existence of a God
but nothing more Of revealed theology he
said we must quit the small vessel of human
reason as we are obliged to obey the
divine law though our wiH murmurs against it
so we are obliged to believe in the word of God,
though our reason is shocked at it Hobbes
(d 1679} was a complete materialist and one
feels that obeisance to the notion was politic
rather than from conviction. However he does
mention God as starting the universe hi motion
infers that God is corporeal, but denies that His
nature can be known.
From Descartes Onward*. Descartes (1596-
1650) separated mind and "body as different
entitles but believed that the existence of God
could be deduced by the fact that the *dea
of him existed in the mind. Whatever God
puts into man, including his ideas, must be reaL
God is self-caused, omniscient, omnipotent
eternal all goodness and truth Bat Descartes
neglected to explain how mind separate from
body can influence body or God separate from
the world can Influence matter
Spinoza (1632-77) declared that sH existence
is embraced in one substance—God the all-in
an. He was a pantheist and as each was
rejected by his Jewish brethren. ButSpmozas
God has neither personality nor consciousness,
intelligence nor purpose, although all tilings
follow in strict law from His nature. All the
 thought of everyone in the world   make up
God s thoughts
Bishop Berkeley (1685-1753) took the view
that things exist only when they are perceived
and this naturally implies that a tree for
example ceases to exist when nobody is looking
at it This problem was solved to his own
satisfaction by assuming that God seeinteverv
thing prevented objects from disapneanng
when we were not present The world ia a
creation of God bat it ia a spiritual or mental
world not a material one
Hume (1711-763 who was a sceptic held that
human reason cannot demonstrate the essence
of God and all past arguments to show that it
could were fallacious Yet \\e must believe in
God since the basis of all hope morality
and society is based upon the belief Kanfc
(1724-1804) held a theory similar to that ot
Hume We cannot know by reason that God
exists, nor can we prove on the basis of argu
ment anything abontGod Bat we can form an
idea of the whole of the universe the one
Absolute "Whole and personify it We need tie
idea of God on which to base our moral hie
although this idea of God is transcendent i e
goes beyond experience
William James (1842-1910) the American
philosopher («ee Pragmatism) held much the
same view God cannot be proved to exist but
we have a will to believe which must be satisfied
and the idea works in practice Hegel (1770-
1831) thought of God as a developing process
beginning with the Absolute or Pirat Cause
and finding its highest expression in mass
mind or reason It is in man that God most
clearly becomes aware of Himself ImaUy
Comte (1798-1857) the positivist held that re
hgion belongs to a more primitive state of
society and like many modern philosophers
tamed the problem over to betievera as being
none of the business of science.
Good and Evil.
Ea/rlv Philosophers Views The early Greek
philosophers were chiefly concerned with the
laws of the universe consequently it was
common belief that knowledge of these laws
and living according to them, constituted the
supreme good. Heraclitus, for example who
taught that an things carried with them
their opposites held that good and enl were
lite two notes in a harmony necessary to
each other It is the opposite which is goxid
for us. Democritus, like Epicurus (3 v} held
that the main goal of life is happiness but
happiness in moderation The good man is not
merely the one who does good but who always
wants to do so Ton can tell the good man
not by his deeds alone but by his desires.
Such goodness brings happiness the ultimate
BoaL On the other hand many of the wander
mg Sophist teachers taught that good was
merely social convention, that there are no
absolute principles of right and wrens, that each
man should live according to his desires and
make his own moral code. To Socrates know
ledge was the highest good because doing wrong
is the result of ignorance no man Is voluu
taxfly bad " Plato and Aristotle differing in
many other respects, drew attention to the fact
that man is composed of three parts his desires
and appetites. Tifa will, and v>fo reason. A man
whose reason rules his will and appetites is not
only a good but a happy man for happiness is
not an aim in itself bat a by product of trie good
We. Aristotle, however emphasised the goal
of self realisation, and thought that if the goal
of life is (as Plato had said) a rational attitude
towards the feelings and desires, it needs to be
further denned. Anstotle denned it as the
Golden Mean —the good man is one who
does not go to extremes bat balances one
extreme against another Thus courage is a
mean between cowardice and foolnaidiness
The later philosophers Phflo and PloMnus held
that evfl was in the very nature of the body and
its senses. Goodness could only be achieved by
givmgttpthelifeofthesensesand freedfromthe
domination of the body turning to God, fehe
source of goodness.
Oiiristian Views St. Augustine taught that
everything in the universe is good. Even those
things which, appear evfl are good in that

